The aim of this paper is to draw attention to more reliable verification method of positioning accuracy. The improvement lies in mathematical elimination of thermal impact during the measurement process. This thermal impact, always present during the motion of movable parts, is of a special systemic character. It increases the indefiniteness of measurement of the classic measurement method. This measurement uncertainty can be reduced by implementing the procedure introduced in this paper. The reduction can be achieved by separating the temperature impact from other sources of inaccuracy. Such separation is a very new solution. The methodology relies on mathematical processing and does not depend on the manner of accuracy measurement. The evaluation method also yields diagnostic information on the machine's condition. The experiments were performed with the use of laser interferometer.
INTRODUCTION
The overall positioning accuracy of the moving carriage of a machine tool is determined by many factors, of which proportional impact on the final accuracy can be represented differently. These factors can be detected from the machine structure, thermal fields of the measured area and positioning of interferometer´s components. Typical sources of positioning inaccuracy are kinematic errors, thermal-mechanical errors, loads, dynamic powers, motions control and control software [1] . The accuracy may also be defined on the basis of technological conditions and the shape of the machined material [2] . The issue of dynamic Tool-center Point (TCP) adjustment is further dealt with in [3] .
The positioning accuracy is significantly influenced by temperature. Thermal impact during the machining can be simulated by a mathematical model. Simulation may determine places where TCP displacement can be minimized by means of structural changes [4] .
Time duration of the measurement significantly influences relative accuracy of measured positions. Reduction of measurement time is not important only economically. Shorter measurement time decreases thermal deformations and indirectly increases measurement accuracy. Reduction of measurement time is nowadays one of the main trends the research teams are concerned with. Measuring time can be saved by the method of dynamic calibration of production machines. More details are provided by Castro and Burdekin [5] . Articulated Arm Coordinate Measuring Machine (AACMM) system uses increase in number of measured positions over shorter time [6] . Positioning accuracy is also influenced by the direction of impacting forces. This is a rule applicable to machinery in general. The topic is discussed in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . Experiment planning can also significantly contribute to saving time in obtaining suitable results [12] . The principle of indirect measurement is based on measurements taken by a laser tracker [13, 14] .
New way of increasing the precision and speed of measurement is deployment of a stereo camera system in position measurement system for levitated motion stages. In this case, kinematic errors are done away with and so are the structural errors due to thermal deformation. We speak about direct measurement between two fixed points in space [15] .
Overall kinematic errors of multiaxial machining tools are better detectable with a 3D probe-ball attached to the spindle. This also constitutes a direct measurement of the tool's precision [16, 17] .
If five-axis machine tools are dealt with, calculation of geometric errors heavily depends on the calculation formula. The new method of calculation yields better results in offsetting geometric errors. The method is based on gradual offset of errors of the rotating axis, with subsequent offset of errors of the linear axis. [18] .
Various research cases confirm that spatial errors result from complex influence of various factors and it is more suitable to measure them directly rather than calculate them from partial error sources. Evaluation of geometric errors present in multiaxial tools is researched in [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] . Nevertheless, measuring only a single axis offers significant information on a tool's condition, as well as on the accuracy of its positioning. Again, we are dealing here with a system changing in time, but it offers a better option of separating individual error types than the spatial model. Measurement uncertainty calculations are elaborated on in [25] . Volumetric calibration of large tools is conveniently done by deploying a laser tracker. Analysis of measurement uncertainties has significantly increased calibration precision. The methodology makes use of the Monte Carlo evaluation. The analysis was based on evaluating sources of uncertainty, especially the thermal drift and recurrence [26] . The greatest progress is achieved by a measurement that adjusts the tool's movement simultaneously with using the data from laser tracker in real time [27] .
Temperature impact analysis is important not only during the machining but also during the measurement process of positioning accuracy. Inaccurate error map determination is a primary source of the overall work inaccuracy of highly accurate production machines. This paper points out that wrong accuracy assessments may occur even while observing the measurement rules.
Laser interferometry is one the most accurate distance measurement methods. Ordinary working procedure of positioning measurement is performed in accordance with the ISO 230-2 [28] standard. Our experimental positioning accuracy measurements were not focused on standardized procedures in accordance with the ISO standard. We used measuring procedures beyond the mentioned standard.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Positioning accuracy of the machine aims to eliminate systemic errors during the positioning. Current measurement results are a part of the machines' acceptance report, in which the producer presents the relevant machine accuracy parameters. Certain conditions for tests concerning the environment, the tested machine and heating must be met to duly determine the positioning accuracy parameters.
Brief description of standard procedure
Standard procedure defines the change of position between the part carrying the tool and the part carrying the workpiece. General formula for target position is as follows: (1) where i is the number of the current target position, p is an interval based on a uniform spacing of target points over the measurement travel, r is random number in ± amplitude of possible periodic error.
At least 5 positions must be chosen for tests in linear axis up to 2000 mm and at least 5 repetitive starts of the testing cycles. Assessment of the results is given by the calculation of deviation boundaries (2) and (3). The symbol ↑ signifies a parameter derived from a measurement made after an approach in the positive direction, and ↓ one in the negative direction. 
New procedure
Great number of repetitive measurement cycles are performed contrary to the standard procedure. This reveals all sources of inaccuracy. The main sources are progressive thermal deformations which change the result of repetitive measurements. Thermal change shows a special systemic character of an error. The systematic error is not constant, but changes by a certain value with every cycle. This change is detectable from the sequence of multiple measurements.
Thermal trend can be eliminated from other inaccuracy components by application of the suggested mathematical procedure.
The main principle lies in the fact that the least thermal change occurs between two consecutive position measurements. In that case, the systemic error caused by the change of temperature is minimal. Most clearly demonstrated shall be the random error component. For this reason, the average mutual deviation * x ̅ i is determined from two neighbouring positions x i and x i+1 in formula (4): (4) Calculation of sample standard deviation between two adjacent positions * s i (6) is based on the standard deviation formula (5).
(5) (6) where n is the number of repetitive measurements, j is the serial number of a repetitive mea- In formula (4), the mean is calculated from derivative sequence of random values. In general, we work with the sequence , from which we get the sequence . If there is one random distribution, the derivate sequence is obtained by subtracting the subsequent values from the previous ones (7). (7) If the value occurrence probability is normal, the sequences a n and a n+1 are independent of each other. These sequences have the same dispersion (8) . (8) Dispersion D b of the sequence b n is a sum of dispersions of independent random sequences a n and a n+1 [29] : (9) then: (10) The result has been verified by the Monte Carlo method on 1000 random samples generated by the random numbers generator. A standard deviation ratio from the Monte Carlo experiment is 1.4076. Such match is a good one. Confidence interval of derived sequence b n is 1.4 times greater (Fig. 1) .
The Monte Carlo method is applied to evaluate measurement uncertainty in spatial applications [30] . Simulation methods are discussed in [31] . In this case, it is used to evaluate uncertainty in two subsequent measurements under the assumption that the errors are distributed normally. Therefore, it is the evaluation of the statistical, not the measuring method. Deriving a sequence from two different sequences is an analogous procedure. For calculation of the average mutual and the sample standard deviation, the (4) and (6) formulas are applied respectively. In general, two random value distributions need not have equally large standard deviations. In distribution with greater standard deviation, the ratio of standard deviation in derived sequence and standard deviation in original sequence shall continue to be less than 1.4. This fact can also be reliably verified by the Monte Carlo method.
The best estimate of average deviation is achieved by adding the final value of the mutual average deviation (4) to the values measured in the first cycle (for j = 1). The explanation of this phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2 . This is the most important step in the calculation. Common method compares deviations between the same points after running all other measured points. Significant thermal changes occur within the scope of one cycle. Each measured point is thus significantly influenced by the systemic component of thermal deformation. This component cannot be mathematically separated from the random component. Thermal error thus counts in determining positioning accuracy and can show high values compared to other components of resulting positioning error.
To establish normal distribution parameters, at least 30 measurements of a single position should be performed. Applying the formulas no. (4), (5) and (6) respectively on a smaller number of measurements is incorrect. In case of a lesser number of measurements, the correction of measurement uncertainty by Student distribution must be applied. In this case, the confidence interval increases. Standard ISO 230-2 does not account for this fact at all.
The following graphic model of positon accuracy detection is presented to emphasize the novelty of the method (Fig. 3) .
EXPERIMENT SEQUENCE
Analysis of particular impacts on positioning accuracy was performed on the school´s milling machine in two perpendicular plane axes X and Y. A Renishaw laser interferometer XL 80 was used for measuring the accuracy.
The aim was to find out if it is possible to go as far as to retroactively analyse the next additional impacts of positioning accuracy on the basis of increased repetitive measurement. Measurements of thermal fields in the upper part of the table were performed to determine the im- 
ORDER OF MEASUREMENTS
The number of repetitive cycles of the first measurement was 100, which corresponds to approximately seven hours of measuring. The average ambient temperature was 24°C, the speed of the feed to the position was 300 mm/min, dwell time in the target positions was 2 seconds. The range of measured axes was determined by the maximum motion range. I.e. 150 mm in direction of axis Y and 300 mm in direction of axis X. 16 positons were measured on each axis (Fig. 4) and (Fig. 5) .
Displayed results of positioning measurement over the large number of cycles show typical thermal feeds that bring systematic error into the overall measurement. Figure 6 shows clearly visible trend of measured positions feed in space.
It is necessary to say that thermal dilatations in particular positions of a moving part do not have unified direction in either space or time. A measured positon can sometimes move forward in space and after some time it changes its direction the other way (Fig. 7) . These unpredictable changes are caused by the machine structure and by thermal sources in the machine. Thermal sources have various courses of temperature balancing. It is a considerably complicated situation. Total temperature balancing does not occur even in thermally compensated systems. Process of changes lasts for many hours even under steady external conditions. Classic measuring method cannot eliminate these changes, so they are added to measurement errors. This alone does not pose a substantial practical problem. The problem is that a measurement result depends on the measurement time and the number of measurement repetitions. Range of errors will be small in the small number of measurements. In such case, the measurement is insufficient for determining random components. Only systemic components and thermal dilatation are demonstrated. The new method of measurement and evaluation proposed here reduces the influence of temperature and better determines the random components. It is a more time-consuming but nevertheless a more reliable method.
Not even the thermal fields of a machine show the real motion of the positioning point in space. This also depends on the machine's structure. The thermal fields of the milling machine table were observed throughout all measurements. Their changes influenced the change in thermal dilatations. However, this is not a precondition. Thermal dilatations occurring in the remotest parts of the machine can nonetheless influence positioning accuracy.
For example, differences in the thermal fields of the table are clearly visible in direction of the X axis after 100 cycles (Fig. 8) . Changes in the thermal fields of the table were not demonstrated in measurements in the Y axis direction. Despite the fact, thermal dilatations did occur (Fig. 9) . The thermal source of the engine was placed further from the table in this case.
A measurement was performed with the use of a FLIR SC-660 thermal imaging camera (FLIR, Sweden). Special colour was used to obtain a homogeneous emissivity of the table surface, which was measured at 0.97. Referential thermal differentiation is 0.05°C.
THERMAL TREND ELIMINATION
Thermal trend determination draws on the idea that changes in deviation between two adjacent positions show systemic error, least influenced by the change in temperature. This is due to the fact that the distance between adjacent positions is the shortest one and the time between two measurements is also the minimum time. Group of pair deviations between adjacent positions during repetitive cycles can determine the relative systemic error between positions least influenced by the thermal trend. Estimation of the common uncertainty is determined in a similar way; it is, too, least influenced by the thermal trend.
Deviation chart can be created by choosing a reference value for the first position, corresponding with some measurement time. Position of this point is given by the current temperature changes occurring just over the given time. It is suitable to choose some value after at least two hours of measurements, when it is possible to predict less intense changes in thermal dilatations of components.
Points assumed in other positions, obtained by the statistical analysis, will be used to design reference values of the first cycle (Fig. 12) . Figure 10 shows sample standard deviation in particular positions, obtained by application of the formula (6) in the forward direction. We can see greater error in position 3. This anomaly is caused by the local temperature impact or by some structural error. Thus the thermal trend elimination method can be used for troubleshooting purposes. Designed deviation chart will correspond with specific thermal conditions at given time only in case an anomaly occurs at some position. This anomaly does not show when classic measurement procedure is followed.
Change in the average mutual deviation is represented in Figure 11 . These values shall be used to correct the deviation chart (calculated deviation) (Fig. 12) .
PRINCIPLE OF DRAWING THE DEVIATION CHART
The obtained deviation chart is the result of progressive addition of relative deviations to the reference value (Fig. 12) . Deviation borders can be also roughly estimated according to formula (6) . They are shown in dashed lines ±2s. Since the deviations are relative, certain influencing by the adjacent values is present. However, this estimation is still better than ignoring the thermal trend.
Therefore, values of positions 1 and 2 respectively are the same. For next positions, results based on the formula (6) will be used.
The value of a standard deviation calculated by standard procedure according to formula (5), for example, in position 4 in the forward movement equals s=1.64 mm. This value is 3.09 times greater than the value calculated by the new method. This is a marked difference in spite of the fact that the novel method applies a confidence interval expanded 1.4 times. Figure 13 illustrates expansion of value distribution over seven hours of measure taking when thermal drift is not eliminated. All cycles are shifted to the common reference point in the first position.
CONCLUSION
The current trend aims to reduce measuring time. This fact, of course, improves measurement results. On one hand, more measurements can be performed. On the other hand, the overall time becomes shorter, so that there is no significant demonstration of changes in temperature. The time constraint is entirely due to positioning reasons. Higher positioning speed translates into greater dynamic load. That worsens positioning accuracy. Therefore, it is desirable to increase the number of measurements and thus achieve greater accuracy of position determination through application of the new method.
This method of measurement is especially suitable for high precision machines, where systemic errors are almost on par with random errors. Less accurate machines with greater systemic errors can continue to be measured in a standard way. New methodology of measurement and evaluation of positioning accuracy can quite effectively reveal the errors of machine structure and installation. Sudden large deviations in values that shall eliminate thermal impacts point to a hidden machine failure. This type of errors cannot be revealed in course of commonly applied measurement procedure.
Time-dependent sources of random positioning errors, such as vibrations, were below one tenth of the micrometer.
